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Abstract
We extend Leeuwenberg's Structural Information Theory (SIT) to an algebraic framework, where domaindependent operators are allowed to become part of the
perceptual gestalts. Using the SIT notion of `information load', we provide a structural notion of similarity
and categorization. We introduce two complexity measures, namely descriptor complexity and member complexity, which drive categorization to opposite extremes,
and propose a simple additive function to nd an optimum balance between the two. We remark on how
context e ect in similarity and categorization can be
modeled in our approach. Finally, we examine some
implications of our work for the empirical research on
categorization and similarity.

Introduction and Background

In Leeuwenberg (1971), a coding system for perceptual
patterns, called Structural Information Theory 1 [SIT,
henceforth], is introduced. In this system, alternative
perceptual structures are constructed by means of a set
of operators: namely, iteration, symmetry and alternation. A notion of information load is de ned on these
perceptual structures, and it is claimed that the perceptual gestalts correspond to the structures carrying the
minimum information load. (See also Van der Helm and
Leeuwenberg 1991.)
In our previous work, we have proposed an algebraic formalization for modeling the process of change of representation and contextual interpretation underlying certain analogies (Indurkhya 1991). More recently, we have
incorporated SIT's notion of information load into our
formalization, thereby producing what might be considered an algebraic version of SIT, and modeled perceptual proportional analogies in it (Dastani, Indurkhya
and Scha 1997). We consider this algebraic version to
be more powerful than SIT in that it allows any class
of operators to be used for structural decomposition; in
particular, domain dependent regularities are easily represented in it, and can in uence the gestalts. We have
In fact, the coding system is designed for discrete onedimensional patterns like character strings. We are now developing an alternative coding system for two-dimensional
visual patterns.
1

applied this approach to model context e ect | meaning how in di erent contexts di erent structures of the
same object are seen to have a di erent information load,
and are consequently selected as gestalts (Indurkhya and
Dastani 1997) | and are in the process of extending it
to develop a representation system for visual patterns,
and to formalize the process of visualization of information (Dastani 1997).
In this paper, we apply our algebraic framework to the
problems of similarity and categorization. In particular,
we are interested in exploring the implications of our
approach to how an object is given di erent interpretations in di erent contexts, and how similarity criteria are
changed depending on the accompanying objects. We
also extend our formalization to model categorization:
given a number of objects, what is the most natural way
to group them into categories. We examine some consequences of our formalization and how they relate to
existing empirical research.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section
we brie y outline SIT and our algebraic extension of it.
Then we will make some brief comments on how similarity and context e ect are modeled in our formalization. Following that we will extend our framework to
model categorization and relate this model to empirical
ndings. Finally, we will present the conclusions of this
paper and discuss future research directions.

Structural Information Theory

The idea underlying SIT is that perceptual descriptions
of patterns are based on certain regularities. These regularities are de ned in terms of the identity relation
among the constituents of patterns. For example, the
regularity of the pattern abab is de ned in terms of the
identity of the two substrings ab. In order to cover
these regularities and determine perceptual descriptions
of patterns, SIT de nes a number of rules that are used
to parse a pattern into descriptions. These rules are
based on three operators as follows:
Iteration rule, e.g. : aaa = 3 ? (a)
Symmetry rule, e.g. : abcddbca = S [(a)(bc)(d); ()]
Alternation rule, e.g. : abacdae =
< (a) > = < (b)(cd)(e) >

An expression resulting from applications of these operators [henceforth, ISA operators] to a pattern provides a
description of that pattern. These descriptions have the
predicate-argument form. The arguments in the descriptions are called chunks which indicate the constituents
or parts of the pattern under that description. Note that
the recursive application of these rules to a pattern will
result in a hierarchical structure which re ects further
decompositions of chunks into smaller chunks. Moreover, the parentheses used in the description of a pattern
indicate the units of elements to which the ISA operators are applied. In fact, only the symmetry operator is
sensitive to the units of elements, for it re ects the units
of elements without re ecting the internal structure of
united elements, as illustrated above.
A description of a pattern represents a speci c gestalt
of that pattern. Di erent rules may be applicable to
a pattern such that di erent descriptions, representing
di erent gestalts of the pattern, result. In order to disambiguate this set of alternative gestalts and determine
the preferred perceptual gestalt, an empirically validated
measure is introduced which assigns a complexity value
to each gestalt. This complexity measure is called Information Load and is computed by adding the number of occurrences of individual elements in the gestalt
description (without including the ISA operators) to
the number of occurrences of units that contain more
than one element. For example, the information load of
S [(a)(bc); ()] would be 3 + 1 = 4 because it has three
elements (a; b and c) and there is one unit (namely, bc)
with more than one element.
The gestalt of a pattern which has the lowest information load is claimed to re ect the preferred perceptual
description of that pattern. For example, the pattern
aaaa has, among others, S [(a); 2 ? (a)] and 4 ? (a) as two
possible gestalt descriptions. The information loads for
these gestalts are 2 and 1, respectively, and so the second description, namely 4 ? (a), represents the preferred
perceptual description of the pattern aaaa. The idea
that the simplest gestalt re ects the preferred perceptual description is called the simplicity principle. The
underlying claim here is that the simplest description
of a pattern is the one that employs the smallest number of primitive elements. In this way, SIT formalizes
one aspect of the Pragnanz notion of gestalt psychology,
viz. descriptive economy; the information load of what
is actually perceived is lower than the information load
of what could have been perceived alternatively.

An Algebraic version of SIT

One can consider the gestalt of patterns as the terms of
an algebra < D; F >, called SIT-algebra, for which the
domain of elements, D, is the set of all one-dimensional
string patterns and F is the set of ISA operators. The set
of one-dimensional string patterns is de ned as follows:

De nition 1 The domain D of one-dimensional string

patterns is speci ed as the class of all nite strings generated by the grammar G = (V; T; P ) where:
V = fS; Ag is the set of non-terminal symbols,
T = fa; : : : ; z g is the set of terminal symbols,
S is the special non-terminal for the start symbol, and
P is the following set of rewrite rules:
f S ! A,
A ! (A),
A ! AA,
A ! a j : : : j z g.
Notice that perceptual structures of patterns covered by
SIT are based on regularities which are in terms of identities between constituents of the patterns. For example, the regularity of the pattern abab is in term of the
identity relation between the rst ab and the second ab,
which is re ected by its perceptual description 2 ? (ab).
However, in certain domains we may be interested in
regularities which are in terms of, not only the identity
relation, but other domain dependent relations as well.
For example, we may want to cover regularities of strings
in terms of relations like `successor', `predecessor', etc.
In this way, the string abc is considered as a regular pattern because c is the `successor' of b, which is in turn the
`successor' of a. In fact, this is a regularity which is based
on the domain dependent successorship relation. These
kinds of regularities will be called domain-dependent regularities.
In SIT, the perceptual structures of patterns are in terms
of ISA operators. There are four operators that are explicitly mentioned in SIT, called Symmetry, Iteration,
right and left Alternation, and two operators that are
not explicitly mentioned. We call these two operators
as the Concatenation operator and the Unit operator.
The concatenation operator concatenates elements while
the unit operator determines the units of elements to
which the ISA operators apply. These ISA operators
can be modi ed such that they generate descriptions
based not only on the identity relation but also on other
domain-dependent relations. We concentrate on domaindependent regularities that can be covered by iteration
and alternation operators. At this point we choose to
exclude the symmetry operator because it can be considered as a special case of the modi ed iteration operator, i.e. two times iteration with respect to the re ection
relation.
One way to rede ne the iteration operator such that it
covers regularities based upon domain-dependent relations is by allowing domain-dependent relations as arguments to the iteration operator. In order to rede ne
the alternation operator, we follow its de nition from
the original version of SIT where the alternation operator is de ned to cover structures which consist of two
interspersed structures with one of them described by
an iteration operator. Thus, once we allow the modi ed

iteration operator to be based on the basis of domaindependent relations, the alternation operators can also
be based on domain-dependent relations. We de ne two
di erent alteration operators, called the right and the
left alternations, which di er from each other by the sequential order of the two interspersed structures.
De nition
2 Let X; Y1; : : : ; Yn be string patterns. We
write f m (X ) to indicate an embedded application (m
times) of an operator f to an element X , i.e. f m(X ) =
f (: : : (f (X )) : : :); m times. The algebraic (modi ed) ISA
operators are then characterized as follows:
Iter(X; m; f ) ! X f 1 (X ) : : : f m?1 (X )
R Alt(X; f; < Y1 ; : : : ; Yn >) !
X Y1 f 1 (X ) Y2 : : : f n(X ) Yn
L Alt(X; f; < Y1 ; : : : ; Yn >) !
Y1 X Y2 f 1 (X ) : : : Yn f n(X )
Conn (X1 ; : : : ; Xn ) ! X1 : : : Xn ,
Unitn(X1 : : : Xn ) ! (X1 : : : Xn ).
For example, the descriptions for the strings abc, ccbbaa,
abcddbca and afbkct are then as follows:

abc = Iter(a; 3; succ)
ccbbaa = Iter(Iter(c; 2; Id); 3; pred)
abcddbca = Iter(Con(a; Unit(Con(b; c)); d); 2; reflect)
afbkct = R Alt(a; succ; < f; k; t >)
Thus, according to the modi ed version of ISA operators the string abc has an iteration structure such that
abc is considered as one single chunk. Note that the
modi ed version of iteration operator does not specify
any regularity in the pattern kfu and so its perceptual
chunking consists of three subchunks, i.e. k, f , and u.
The way an element is built up out of others is given by
a structural description of that element; this is called a
term of the algebra.
De nition 3 The class of structural descriptions over
an algebra < D; F >, denoted by TF (D), can be recursively de ned as follows:
1) For all t 2 D, t 2 TF (D), and
2) If f 2 F (n) and t1 ; : : : ; tn 2 TF (D), then
f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) 2 TF (D).
In order to allow abstract description of patterns, instead
of a description of one particular pattern, one can introduce variables standing for terms. This means extending
the SIT-algebra < D; F > with a denumerable in nite
set of variables X , i.e. < D [ X; F >. The recursive
de nition of TF (D), is then extended by the following
clause:
3) If x is a variable, then x 2 TF (D).
An element from the set of patterns is associated with
each variable-free term of the SIT-algebra. The assignment of patterns to variable-free terms are de ned as
follows:

De nition 4 The assignment of patterns to terms can
be de ned by means of an evaluation function, E . For
any variable-free term, t 2 TF (D), the evaluation function, E , can be de ned as follows:
1) If t 2 D, then E (t) = t, and
2) if t is a term of the form f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) with f 2 F (n),
then
E (t) = f (E (t1 ); : : : ; E (tn ))
Based on the evaluation function, the extensional equality (which is not the structural identity) of terms can be
de ned. Two terms are extensionally equal if and only
if they both get evaluated to the same pattern. The
terms of the SIT-algebra correspond to the SIT descriptions, which means that the SIT terms describe gestalts
of patterns. Consequently, extensionally identical terms
constitute di erent gestalts of the same pattern.
Thus, SIT can be described in terms of the SIT-algebra,
< D; F >, together with a complexity function, C , which
assigns a natural number to each term of < D; F >, i.e.
C (t) 2 N, where t is a term of < D; F >. The minimum
principle states that the preferable gestalt of a pattern
from D is the term, among all extensionally equal terms
evaluating to D, which has the lowest complexity value.

Similarity and Context E ect in
SIT-Algebra

To model the notion of similarity, and how it changes
in di erent contexts, we need to introduce the concept of subalgebra. Essentially, a subalgebra of an algebra < A; F > is another algebra < B; G > such that
B is a subset of A, G(n) is a subset of F (n) for all
n, and whenever b1 ; : : : ; bn 2 B and g 2 G(n), then
g(b1 ; : : : ; bn ) 2 B . Now the subalgebras of a SIT-algebra
can be used to represent contexts. The general idea is
that it seems quite unreasonable to require that a cognitive agent consider all possible domain-dependent structural operators and choose a gestalt with the absolute
minimum. Instead, in any given context, there may be
only a few operators that are active, and the cognitive
agent would focus on only those gestalts that can be
expressed in terms of these operators, and choose a minimum information load gestalt. Thus, when one is perceiving an object, and already has formed a gestalt for it,
the structural operators occurring in this gestalt would
a ect the gestalt of the objects in its spatial and temporal vicinity. (See also Indurkhya and Dastani 1997.)
We have applied this framework to model how gestalts of
di erent terms in a proportional analogy relation `A is to
B as C is to D' emerge so as to minimize the overall information load (Indurkhya 1991, Dastani 1996): the model
is applied to the domain of geometric gures, and Hofstadter's (1995) character string domain. Here we limit
ourselves to making a few general observations about
this approach.
The rst thing to note is that the individual minimum

information load gestalts do not necessarily lead to the
minimum overall information load. Thus, when a pattern is placed in the context of di erent patterns, di erent gestalts of the pattern are selected according to the
minimum information load principle.
The second thing to point out is that the goal of the
cognitive activity constrains how the information load
of the overall situation is determined, and what role the
gestalts of the constituents play in it. For proportional
analogy (of the form `A is to B as C is to D'), we refer to this extra constraint as `projectibility condition',
and it essentially says that there be a SIT-algebra, say
A1 , for terms A and B, another SIT-algebra, say A2 for
terms C and D, and there be an isomorphism between
A1 and A2 . (The isomorphic condition may seem to be
too strong, but it really is not. As we are dealing with
subalgebras, it is easy to discard the unnecessary structural operators from both algebras, and focus only on
mapped operators. Further, one-to-many and many-toone mappings can also be allowed by indexing the operators appropriately.) We will see another example of
this goal-dependent constraint in the next section when
we extend our model to include categorization.
Finally, we note that once we start incorporating context in our model as representation algebras, there are
other factors that begin to contribute towards the information load. For instance, complexity of context algebras themselves becomes a factor in determining overall
information load. To this, we could also add the complexity of the mapping (isomorphic relation between the
two algebras). At this point, we are still working on
incorporating all these factors in our model.

Categorization in SIT-Algebra

We now proceed to extend the SIT-algebra approach
to address the categorization problem. We use the
character-string domain of Hofstadter (1995) to illustrate our points. Other domains like the domain of geometrical gures can be covered as well by including their
domain dependent relations in the SIT-algebra (Dastani
1996).
SIT-algebra provides us with structural descriptions of
character strings, which can be used to de ne categories,
and an information load measure, which can be used
to determine the distance between categories and establish an optimal categorization scheme. This idea is illustrated by the following example. Consider the character
strings aabbcc, stts, pqr, mmwwmm. Applying SIT to
each isolated character string results in its set of possible
structural descriptions. For instance, some descriptions
for aabbcc will be:
Iter(Iter(a; 2; id); 3; succ),
Iter(X; 3; succ),
Iter(X; N; !),
Con(Iter(a; 2; id); Y; Iter(c; 2; id)),

X

for stts will be:
Con(s; Iter(t; 2; id); s),
Iter(Con(s; t); 2; reflection),
Iter(X; N; !),

X

for pqr will be:
Iter(p; 3; succ),
Iter(X; 3; succ),
Iter(X; N; !),
Con(X; q; Z ),

X

and for mmwwmm will be:
Con(Iter(m; 2; id); Iter(w; 2; id); Iter(m; 2; id)),
Iter(Con(Iter(m; 2; id); w); 2; reflection),
Iter(X; N; !),
Con(X; Y ),

X

Note that some of these descriptions do not contain variables and thus describe only one element. In contrast,
the abstract descriptions containing variables describe
sets of elements. For example, Iter(Iter(a; 2; id); 3; succ)
describes only the character string aabbcc while
Iter(X; 3; succ) can be seen to describe both aabbcc and
pqr by assigning Iter(a; 2; id) and p to the variable X ,
respectively. Note that Iter(X; N; !), Con(X; Y ), or X
describe all the character strings above.
Structural descriptions may thus be considered as identiers of categories of elements. In the case of descriptions
without variables the identi ed categories contain only
one element and in the case of abstract descriptions the
identi ed categories may contain more than one element.
The abstract descriptions describe the structural similarity of the elements of the categories that they identify.
De nition 5 A category C of elements (character
strings) is de ned as a pair C =< CD; A > consisting of
a category descriptor CD (algebraic SIT term) and a set
A of assignment functions. Each assignment function,
fj , assigns a SIT term to each variable which occurs in
the category descriptor, i.e. fj : V AR ! SIT term.
The categorized elements of the category C result from
applying the assignment functions from A to the variables occurring in the descriptor CD.
A category scheme CS for a set of elements is then a
set of categories which can describe the whole set of elements.
Of course, given a set of character strings there are many
categorization schemes possible. Following the de nition of category scheme, the above example of character
strings results, among others, in the following three category schemes:

CS1 = fC1 ; C2 g
where

C1 =< Iter(X; 3; succ),
f f(X; Iter(a; 2; id))g ,
f(X; p)g g >

and
C2 =< Iter(X; 2; reflection);
f f(X; Con(Iter(m; 2; id); w))g ,
f(X; Con(s; t))g g >.

CS2 = fC1 g
where
C1 =< Con(X; Y; Z ),
f f(X; Iter(a; 2; id)); (Y; Iter(b; 2; id));
(Z; Iter(c; 2; id))g;
f(X; p); (Y; q ); (Z; r)g,
f(X; Iter(m; 2; id)); (Y; Iter(w; 2; id));
(Z; Iter(m; 2; id))g;
f(X; s); (Y; Iter(t; 2; id)); (Z; s)g g >
CS3 = fC1 ; C2 g
where

C1 =< Iter(X; N; !),
f f(X; Iter(a; 2; id)); (N; 3); (!; succ)g;
f(X; Con(s; t)); (N; 2); (!; reflection)g g >
and
C2 =< Con(X; Y ),
f f(X; p); (Y; Con(q; r))g;
f(X; Con(Iter(m; 2; id); w));
(Y; Con(w; Iter(m; 2; id)))g g >.

Note that according to SIT, the minimum description of
an element describes the preferred (cognitive and perceptual) structure of that element viewed in isolation. However, in categorization, the elements interact with each
other such that the preferred descriptions of categorized
elements are a ected by this interaction. This means
that the preferred description of an element viewed in
the context of other elements may be di erent than the
preferred description of that element viewed in isolation.
Consequently, the optimal categories are not necessarily de ned in terms of the preferred descriptions of their
elements viewed in isolation. Therefore, we should consider the descriptions of elements in the context of each
other in order to determine the optimal categories. In
this way, the categorization is considered as a context
within which elements should be interpreted. One way
to accomplish this is to require that the descriptions of
all elements must result in a minimum overall information load.
In order to determine the optimal (or perceptually preferred) categorization schemes, among all possible categorization schemes, we measure two quantities of each
categorization scheme which are de ned in terms of information load. The rst quantity is the complexity

of the category descriptors which we will call descriptor complexity. The second quantity is the complexity
of the terms provided by assignment functions that together with the category descriptor specify uniquely the
categorized elements. We will call this quantity member
complexity.
The descriptor complexity of a category is the information load of the term which describes the similarity
among all members of that category. By summing over
the descriptor complexities of all categories, we can measure the descriptor complexity of a category scheme.
De nition 6 Let Ci =< CDi ; Ai > be a category with
the descriptor complexity COMPD , i.e.
COMPD (Ci ) = I (CDi ), where I (CDi ) is the information load of the category descriptor CDi .
Then, given a category scheme CS = fC1 ; : : : ; Cn g, its
descriptor complexity COMPD (CS ) is de ned as follows:
P
COMPD (CS ) = ni=1 COMPD (Ci ).
Assuming that the information load of a SIT expression
is in uenced by all parameters like the primitive elements, all kinds of variables, the domain dependent relations and the number indicating the iteration times, the
descriptor complexity of the categorization scheme CS1
for the above example, with descriptors Iter(X; 3; succ)
and Iter(X; 2; reflection), may be computed as:

COMPD (CS1 ) = COMPD (C1 ) + COMPD (C2 ) =
I (Iter(X; 3; succ)) + I (Iter(X; 2; reflection)) =

3 + 3 = 6.

The second thing to measure is the member complexity of category schemes. As noticed, the member complexity is the complexity of the SIT terms, provided by
the assignment functions, which are needed, beyond the
category descriptor, to specify the categorized elements
uniquely. So, for aabbcc, the SIT term for the category
descriptor Iter(X; 3; succ) would be Iter(a; 2; id). In order to measure the member complexity of a category, we
measure the complexities of their corresponding assignment functions which are de ned in terms of the information loads of their range elements. Then, the member
complexity over all the categories becomes the member
complexity of the categorization scheme.
De nition 7 Let Ci =< CDi ; Ai > be a category with
Ai containing m assignment functions
fji : V AR ! fti1 ; : : : ; tip g, where ti1 ; : : : ; tip are SIT terms.
The complexity of each assignment function fji is de ned
as the sum of the information loads I of its range elements, i.e. P
COMP (fji ) = pk=1 I (tik ).
Then, the member complexity COMPM for a category
Ci is considered as the sum of the complexities of its assignment functions,
P i.e.
COMPM (Ci ) = mj=1 COMP (fji ).

Finally, given a category scheme CS = fC1 ; : : : ; Cn g,
the member complexity of the category scheme
COMPM (CS ) is P
de ned as follows:
COMPM (CS ) = ni=1 COMPM (Ci ).
These two quantitative measures drive the categorization
to opposite extremes. So, if we group all the elements
into one category, then the descriptor complexity of the
categorization scheme is minimal, while its member complexity is maximal. On the other hand, if we consider
each object in a category by itself, then the member complexity due to categorization scheme is minimal, while
the descriptor complexity of the categorization scheme
is maximal.
Having the descriptor complexity and the member complexity, the goal is to nd a balance between these two
extremes, i.e. a way to combine the two measures like
adding them together, or multiplying the two. Following
the SIT idea of minimum information load and considering the preferred structures of elements in the context
of categorization of elements, where the interaction of
elements play a role in the computation of their descriptions, these two complexity measures should be added
such that the preferred categorization scheme can be dened as the one with the minimum overall information
load. For example, taking again the above example of
three categorization schemes and considering the minimum overall information load (adding descriptor complexity and member complexity) as the way to select
the optimum category scheme, the rst category scheme
CS1 becomes the preferred or optimum categorization
scheme.
This algebraic approach to the categorization problem
can be extended to formalize the intuitive idea that categorization is in principle hierarchical in nature. In this
way, a set of elements can be divided into a number of
categories, each of which contains a subset of elements.
Each of these categories which contains more than one
element can also be subdivided into a number of subcategories. This sub-categorization process can be continued
until all categories contain only one element. In order to
extend our approach to formalize this intuition, we rede ne categories recursively as follows:

De nition 8

If t is a primitive term, then t is a category,
 If SC is a non-empty set of categories and CD is
an abstract description containing variables, then <
CD; CS > is a category.
Note that this recursive de nition implies that a category scheme is the same thing as a category.
In order to determine the optimal categorization scheme,
we apply both the descriptor and the member complexities to all possible categorization schemes and decide
the optimal categorization as the one with the minimum
overall information load.



Relevant Empirical Research
We would now like to make a few remarks in connecting
our model with some of the empirical research in this
area. First of all, we draw attention to the fact that
most of the empirical work on similarity and categorization uses some version or another of multidimensional
feature space, with little emphasis on structural aspects.
(See, for example, Goldstone, Medin and Halberstadt
1997, Pevtzow and Goldstone 1994, Rodet and Schyns
1994, Stins and Van Leeuwen 1993.) Some studies that
have explored the structural aspects of similarity and
categorization have also focused on the alignment and
matching of structures | whether relations or attributes
are used as a basis of alignment, etc. (See, for example,
Goldstone 1994). As far as are aware, there has been
little e ort at studying how complex structures are encoded, how they carry information, and how they a ect
similarity judgments and categorization.
Now in a general way, we believe that the context e ects
found by Tversky (1977), and more recently elaborated
in the experiments of Goldstone, Medin and Halberstadt
(1997), could be explained as shifts from one subalgebra
to another. Moreover, how categorization a ects object
decomposition (Pevtzow and Goldtone 1994), and how
the order in which categories are learnt a ect their encoding (Rodet and Schyns 1994), can be modeled as a
kind of hysteresis e ect whereby the representation algebras from the previous context in uence the subsequent
cognitive tasks. For example, Rodet and Scyns (1994)
found that the subjects who learned category XY before
learning category X did not possess the feature to distinguish Y, but the subjects who learned category X before
learning XY did possess this feature; even though both
groups of subjects performed equally well in identifying
exemplars of both categories X and XY.
Similarly, an explanation can perhaps be put forward for
the context e ects observed by Stins and Van Leeuwen
(1993). They found that when the subjects were given an
integrative task (determining whole-part relationship),
they could be in uenced by the prime, but not when
they were given a non-integrative task (comparing an
internal angle of two gures). An integrative task triggers structural decomposition, in which representation
algebras play a crucial role (which can be in uenced by
primes).
More importantly, however, our approach does have
some non-trivial implications, even for experimental
data that is based on multi-dimensional feature space
(with essentially no structure). For example, in Experiment 3 by Goldstone, Medin & Halberstadt, they sought
to show non-monotonicity of similarity judgment, where
adding a unique feature to one of the two objects being
compared results in an increased similarity between the
two. The intuition behind this is that the added feature
brings to the foreground another dimension, along which

the two objects are rather similar. (Consider the objects
to be letters `b' and `d', for example | we are focusing
on the shape of the letters here | and in the added feature part, we make `d' with slightly thicker line.) Now,
in fact, Goldstone and his colleague did not really nd
non-monotonicity, but they found that the similarity ratings were quite close in the two conditions. In our approach, we could perhaps say that bringing another dimension to the foreground has the e ect of adding to the
descriptor complexity, which counteracts the increased
similarity along this new dimension. An interesting fact
here is that in the follow up experiment, Goldstone et al.
asked the subjects to explicitly write down the dimensions along which the two objects were similar, and they
were able to nd a small non-monotonicity e ect. Perhaps explicitly writing down the dimension reduces some
of the perceptual information load from the descriptor.

Conclusion and Future Research

In this paper, we outlined an algebraic formalization of
SIT that allows domain-dependent operators to be used
in structural decomposition of perceptual gestalts, and
uses `information load' to choose the preferred gestalt.
We discussed how context e ects on analogy and similarity can be modeled in this formalization, and then
extended the framework to model categorization. In this
extension, we characterized two complexity measures using the notion of information load: descriptor complexity, and member complexity. These two measures drive
the categorization into opposite directions: from having
a single category for all the objects to each object being
in a category by itself. To nd an optimum balance between these two extremes, we proposed a simple additive
function; it remains to be seen how close this function
comes to modeling the empirical data on categorization,
and if other, more sophisticated, functions are necessary.
Needless to say, much empirical research is necessary before we can start addressing such issues.
The use of the SIT algebra makes our approach perceptually motivated in that the optimum categories are
those that would be perceived by a cognitive agent. Note
that the notion of similarity on the basis of which the elements are categorized is de ned in terms of similarity
of structural descriptions of elements. The use of SIT
operators together with the information load measure
provide us a method in which similarity of elements is
de ned in terms of their perceptual similarity.
In this algebraic framework, it can be explained how new
features can be created (Indurkhya 1997) and how they
may a ect the categorization. Di erent top-down goals
of the cognitive agents bring to bear di erent sets of
domain-dependent operations on the objects (and hence
di erent algebras). In order to accomplish this, we may
consider the SIT-algebra with a certain set of domaindependent operations as the base algebra. Then, we may
introduce the notion of sub-algebra or representation al-

gebra by taking only a subset of domain dependent relations. Having a certain representation algebra which
determines a certain categorization scheme, a new element will be interpreted according to the existing representation algebra and thus according to the existing
categorization scheme. In this way, a new element may
be interpreted di erently than when it is viewed in isolation which means that new features of the element are
detected. On the other hand, as the descriptor complexity and member complexity are both de ned with respect
to the representation algebra, a change in representation
algebra causes changes in the metric in terms of which
these two quantities are measured, which in turn a ects
which categorizations are considered optimum.
Finally, we conjecture that this model may also be applied to model semantics of non-perceptual concepts and
categories. For instance, in an approach outlined in Gardenfors (1996), various objects are modeled as points in a
multi-dimensional space, and categories (predicates) are
made to correspond regions; it is argued that topological notions are more suited to capture the prototype effect observed in natural categories (Rosch 1978) | they
can even provide a basis for analogies and metaphors
across semantically distant domains. As topological notions can be treated algebraically, and the SIT notion of
information load provides a metric to capture the idea
of semantic distance between concepts, we believe that
our approach is promising in this direction.
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